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The reverse logistic challenge of transporting waste automotive lithium ion battery (LIB) packs is an escalating
concern as the world-wide sale of electric vehicles (EVs) continues to rise. Under the European Union (EU)
Battery Directive, EV manufacturers are classiﬁed as battery producers and are responsible for the collection,
treatment and recycling of waste or damaged vehicle batteries. The European agreement concerning the
International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR) stipulates that damaged or defective LIB packs must
be transported in approved explosion proof steel containers. This necessitates costly testing in order to meet ADR
requirements. Furthermore, the extra size and weight of this packaging adds further prohibitive expense to the
transportation of damaged or defective LIB. In this study, cryogenically frozen cells are shown to be unable to
release any energy even in extreme abuse conditions. This is demonstrated on two diﬀerent cell chemistries and
form factors. Experiments have shown that the possibility of thermal runaway is completely removed and
therefore it is argued that LIBs may be transported safely whilst cryogenically frozen. Moreover, ﬂash freezing is
shown to have little eﬀect on the electrical performance (energy capacity and impedance) even after ﬁve repetitive cryogenic cycles. Thus, facilitating the potential reuse and remanufacture of individual LIB cells from a
complete damaged pack, prolonging the useful life, reducing the consumption of raw materials, and improving
environmental sustainability of EV introduction.

1. Introduction
The automotive industry’s pursuit to actively reduce its impact on
the environment by shifting its dependence from the internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle to alternative sustainable technologies continues to gain momentum. This shift is occurring amidst an ever increasing framework of legislation to reduce carbon emissions, such as
the EU 2020 targets [1] and growing concerns over local air pollution
[2–4]. Fuel combustion arising from transport (including international
aviation) has increased signiﬁcantly since 1990 to comprise 23% of all
greenhouse gas emissions across the EU in 2015 [5]. The adoption of
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV)
and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) have the potential to yield considerable greenhouse gas emission reductions [6]. These electric vehicles (EVs) typically contain lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) as the

dominant technology due to their relatively high energy density, long
life cycles, lack of memory eﬀect, and slower self-discharge rates [7].
Market adoption of LIBs continues to grow; for example the Boston
Consulting Group predicts 26% of new cars sold in 2020 will have
electric or hybrid power trains and in total 11 million of these vehicles
will be equipped with LIBs [8]. Furthermore, Bloomberg New Energy
Finance annual long-term forecast estimates that 54% of new cars sold
in 2040 will be EVs, underpinned by impending reductions in LIB prices
[9].
As discussed in a number of publications [10–12], eventually the
LIB inside an EV will no longer be suitable for its original automotive
application and will need replacing. The performance of LIBs is known
to diminish during usage; important characteristics, e.g. energy capacity and impedance that directly correlate to vehicle range and acceleration attributes, deteriorate due to ageing mechanisms such as solid

Abbreviations: ADR, European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road regulations; ANOVA, Analysis of Variance; BEV,
battery electric vehicles; CC, constant current; CID, Current Interrupt Device; CV, constant voltage; DK, Dow Kokam; EOL, end of life; EU, European Union; EV,
electric vehicle; FSR, Full Scale Range; HEV, hybrid electric vehicles; HPPC, Hybrid Pulse Power Characterisation; HVM, High Value Manufacturing; LIB, lithium ion
battery; LN2, liquid nitrogen; NCA, nickel cobalt aluminium oxide; NMC, nickel manganese cobalt oxide; PTC, Positive Temperature Coeﬃcient; SE, standard error;
SOC, State of Charge
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as any person placing batteries (including those incorporated into EVs)
on the market for the ﬁrst time, i.e. EV manufacturers. The ﬁnancial
responsibility for the reverse logistic of waste automotive traction
batteries is placed on battery producers. Furthermore, Article 16 (1) of
the Battery Directive [23] imposes the ‘principle of producer responsibility’, whereby battery producers, or third parties acting on their
behalf, must ﬁnance any net costs arising from collecting, treating and
recycling of all waste industrial and automotive waste batteries. The
Environment Agency within the United Kingdom (UK), in its guidance
on waste batteries [31], classiﬁes LIBs providing the power to drive EVs
as industrial batteries. Within this context, automotive batteries are
deﬁned as the traditional lead-acid battery type employed for starting,
lighting and ignition power requirements in conventional road vehicle
engines.
Whilst many cylindrical cell designs contain safety mechanisms,
such as Positive Temperature Coeﬃcient (PTC) devices and Current
Interrupt Devices (CID), which considerably mitigate risks, thermal
runaway remains an important safety concern with the use and transport of LIBs [32–34]. Organic electrolytes, which are based on combinations of linear and cyclic alkyl carbonates, allow the use of lithium as
the anodic active component in LIBs [32]. Lithium provides a wide
operating voltage (2.5–4.2 V) that gives LIBs their characteristic high
power and energy densities. However, the electrically conducting solution has a high ﬂammability and volatility that can pose serious safety
issues since it can react with the active electrode materials to release
signiﬁcant heat and gas, such as carbon dioxide, vaporized electrolyte
consisting of ethylene and/or propylene, and combustion products of
organic solvents [32].
According to the International Energy Agency’s Global EV Outlook,
the global EV stock surpassed 2 million units in 2016 [35]. As reported
within [36], there are considerable challenges to overcome in order to
safely implement the reserve logistics of millions of LIBs. Lisbona &
Snee [37] assert that the potential severity of incidents during storage,
transport and recycling of waste batteries can be signiﬁcantly higher
than that found in end-use applications. Consequently, transporting
LIBs by road, rail or sea is subject to dangerous goods legislation [38].
For the purpose of transportation, LIBs are classiﬁed by the Environment Agency as Class 9 (“other dangerous goods”). The transport options for EOL LIB under ADR [22] are summarised in the ﬂowchart
shown in Fig. 1.
The ADR [22] and the United Nations (UN) Model Regulations on
the Transport of Dangerous Goods [39] both stipulate that all LIBs
should be tested according to the UN38.3 [40] test methods. LIBs are
identiﬁed as damaged or defective when they no longer conform to the
type tested according to UN38.3 [40]. Fig. 1 shows that, according to
ADR [22] if LIBs are not damaged or defective they can be transported
under special provision 377 in accordance with packing instruction
P909, i.e. packaged in a container conforming to Packing Group II
speciﬁcations. If the LIBs are damaged or defective (including LIBs that
cannot be diagnosed) and deemed safe, they can be transported under
special provision 376 in accordance with packing instruction P908 or
LP904, i.e. also packaged in a container conforming to Packing Group II
speciﬁcations. Unsafe LIBs are assigned to transport category 0 and can
only be transported in an approved explosion proof container as per
ADR SP376 [22]. This necessitates costly testing, as each battery pack
needs to be destructively tested inside its proposed container in order to
meet ADR requirements, increasing the total packaging cost (e.g. its
design, testing and manufacture) to tens of thousands of pounds for
many applications. Furthermore, the extra size and weight of the
cumbersome packaging adds further expense to the transportation
process, which is inherently governed by system weight and volume.

electrolyte interphase layer growth [13–15]. End of life (EOL) for automotive applications is generally deﬁned when the battery has suffered 20% capacity fade from new [16] or when the resistance of the
cell has increased by a factor of two [17]. EOL may also be reached due
to ﬁeld failures or road traﬃc accidents which damage the battery pack.
EOL protocols such as re-use (see [18] for an example), remanufacturing or recycling are not well established [19,20].
Producing LIBs is known to be highly energy intensive, with production-related emissions estimated in the range of 38–356 kg CO2-eq/
kWh [21]. It is therefore important to extend the useful life of LIB
systems as much as possible. However, current legislation such as the
European agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR) [22] and the Battery Directive [23] make
it prohibitively expensive to transport damaged and defective batteries
which is pre-requisite step before any battery recycling or repurposing
may occur. The ADR special provision 376 (SP376) [22] stipulates that
“damaged or defective” LIB packs which are hazardous be assigned to
transport category 0 and are transported under conditions approved by
the competent authority of any ADR Contracting Party. Within this
context, hazards include: “liable to rapidly disassemble, dangerously
react, produce a ﬂame or dangerous evolution of heat or a dangerous
emission of toxic, corrosive or ﬂammable gases or vapours” [22] and
therefore must be transported in approved explosion proof steel containers, which are expensive. For example an explosion proof container
for a typical Tesla sized pack costs circa €10,000 and the UN accreditation is a further circa €10,000 [24]. The solution proposed here is to
freeze LIBs, which would mean the LIB cells are no longer deﬁned as
hazardous. The potential arises that if a cryogenically frozen LIB cell
can be proven to comply to the requirements of ADR SP376 [22], it
would permit safe transport.
The aims of this research are twofold. First, to demonstrate that
cryogenically frozen cells cannot release energy or fail catastrophically
within the context of subsequent storage or transportation. This would
mean that frozen LIBs may not be deﬁned as hazardous and therefore
would not need to be transported under damaged LIBs dangerous goods
regulations that mandate the use of approved explosion proof containers. The second research aim is to quantify the electrical performance eﬀect of ﬂash freezing Li-ion cells in terms of both their retained
energy capacity and internal impedance. Thereby promoting sustainability as undamaged cells and modules within a complete damaged
battery pack may be reused or remanufactured. This is timely research
as there are considerable articles addressing remanufacturing, repurposing, and recycling of LIB (e.g. [25–29]), however the current
reverse logistic of transporting damage and defective batteries has not
been considered fully. The “triple win” report by the all-party Parliamentary Sustainable Resource Group and the All-Party Parliamentary
Manufacturing Group highlights the social, economic and environmental case for remanufacturing [30]. It asserts that the future of the
manufacturing industry is inextricably linked to environmental sustainability, reducing the consumption of raw materials, and exploiting
new areas of comparative advantage, and that remanufacturing plays a
critical role in this.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a detailed
analysis of the current legislation relevant to the reserve logistics of
waste batteries. Reverse logistic is deﬁned as the process of transporting
LIBs from their automotive applications for the purpose of capturing
value, or proper disposal. The cell selection and experimental method is
described in Section 3. The experimental results are shown in Section 4
and discussed in Section 5, including further work. Finally, the main
conclusions from the research are summarised Section 6.
2. Waste battery reverse logistics

2.2. Supporting LIB recycling and repurposing
2.1. Current legislation and standards
The requirement for transporting unsafe LIBs in approved explosion
proof containers causes issues for EVs involved in road traﬃc accidents.

Article 3 (12) of the Battery Directive [23] deﬁnes battery producers
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for EOL LIB transport options under ADR [22].

discussed within [46]. Finally, the resulting salt-water slurry is highly
corrosive and poses an additional environmental disposal challenge.
There a number of diﬀerent recycling methods that have been
proposed to recover lithium from batteries; such as hydrometallurgy
[47], hybrid metallurgy [45], and chemical extraction [48]. However,
most companies use pyrometallurgy [49]. Despite Sonoc et al. 2015
[44] demonstrating that discharging cells to 0 V in order to open them
safely is a more eﬃcient way to recycle, commercial recycling companies such as Retriev technologies Inc. and BDC Inc. use the Toxco
process [50]. This involves cryogenically cooling larger waste batteries
that might still hold an electrical charge in liquid nitrogen (LN2) before
mechanically hammering and shredding then submerging in water
where the lithium ions will react with the water to produce lithium
hydroxide and hydrogen gas [44]. Indeed, using cryogenic freezing for
safe handling of hazardous materials has been an established process
method since the early 90 s [51]. Since recycling processes either involve incineration, smelting or shredding, there are no concerns recycling damaged or defective batteries. The valuable metals, such as
cobalt, can still be extracted.
Low ambient temperatures are known to cause signiﬁcant power
losses in LIBs [52] due to reduced electrolyte diﬀusivity and conductivity [53,54]. As such, researchers have been reformulating electrolyte compositions in attempts to improve the performance of LIBs at
low temperatures [55–57]. Despite new mixtures exhibiting a glass
transition that takes place at temperatures below − 70 °C, most stateof-the-art electrolytes crystallise at temperatures below − 40 °C [58].
Whilst using LIBs at low temperature is known to cause degradation
via ageing mechanisms such as lithium plating of the electrode [59],
NMC/graphite lithium-ion pouch cells have been cooled at a constant
rate down to − 105 °C [60]. However, it is not clear from the literature,
whether ﬂash freezing LIBs to cryogenic temperatures (< − 150 °C) is
detrimental since it is has not previously been reported. Flash freezing
could cause damage within the cell as materials with diﬀerent thermal
coeﬃcients of expansion; causing internal stresses. Metals (positive
electrodes are made of metal oxide) typically exhibit 0.2-0.4% contraction in length when exposed to cryogenic temperatures, whilst organic materials and polymers, such as the separator, will range from 1%
to 2.5% contraction [61]. In addition, salt and solvent precipitating at
the electrode and density changes from crystallisation of the solvents
could cause damage; rapid change around the freezing point is common
in organic solvents [62,63]. However, the electrolyte was expected to
freeze into a solid solution due to the rapid cooling rate [52].
This work proposes to transport damaged or defective batteries
whilst cryogenically frozen, in assessing this alternative approach it is
important to consider the implications of the cryogenic system failing
during transportation. Since LIB packs have a large thermal mass, it

First responder guides [41] recommend removing the 12 V power
supply to the LIB pack, which means the battery management system
(BMS) is not operational and there is a high probability that the BMS
will not be able to establish whether the LIB pack is safe. In line with
the requirements of ADR [22], safety in this paper is deﬁned as not
being able to explode, vent dangerous gases, catch ﬁre, or go into
thermal runaway. In a road traﬃc accident where the BMS is operational, there is no guarantee that it has not been damaged and is
functioning as designed. In reality, it is generally not possible to establish if a damaged or defective LIB is safe since the LIB is not conforming to the type tested according to UN38.3 [40]. It would therefore
require additional testing to ensure it is safe, which is not possible to do
at a road traﬃc accident site. It would mean that LIB packs with no or
only relatively minor damage might be discarded since it is not economically viable to transport them to a battery re-use or remanufacturing facility. A large LIB can contain thousands of individual
lithium-ion cells and can be rendered damaged or defective by ancillary
failures, e.g. a failure of the BMS to report battery status, or a proportion of the cells being damaged or defective. Therefore, in a damaged or
defective pack, most of the cells could still be reusable, depending on
the failure mode.
Reports of LIBs unexpectedly and spontaneously combusting during
storage are not uncommon [42]. Notably, this risk may be minimised by
storing LIBs at low temperatures [43]. This approach may also have
implications for developing mitigation strategies for accidents during
manufacturing and testing. One cell going into thermal runaway can
subsequently cause adjacent cells to follow suit. An entire module or
pack can be destroyed. This problem and a possible viable solution can
potentially have great impact on how the battery waste industry manages risk in the future. Pouring liquid nitrogen on a pack has the potential to halt the cascading eﬀect described [44,45]. Some publications
advocate that damaged and leaking LIBs batteries are placed directly
into salt water and disposed of as hazardous chemical waste (class 8)
[38]. The chloride ions in the salt water form an ionic pathway to
slowly discharge the battery and react with Li-ions to form lithium
chloride, a stable hydrate salt crystal. However, this method is known
to have major disadvantages. Notably, if lithium comes into contact
with water, it causes an exothermic reaction which produces hydrogen
ﬂuoride, a dangerous colourless gas. Furthermore, the salt water corrodes the cell terminals and it becomes diﬃcult to measure the pack
voltage to conﬁrm it is electrically stable and therefore safe. As a result,
since the electrolyte is sealed inside individual cells, it is necessary to
pierce every single cell to ensure that the battery cannot release any
energy, which is normally not possible at pack level. This process is, by
deﬁnition, destructive and as such, none of the battery components can
be reused or remanufactured for possible 2nd-life applications, as
204
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Fig. 2. Process ﬂowchart.

of nickel cobalt aluminium oxide (NCA) with a LiC6 (graphite) anode.
Conversely, the pouch power cell is nickel manganese cobalt oxide
(NMC). These cells were selected because they cover two chemistries
that are currently being commercialised by system integrators and vehicle OEMs. For example, Nissan© have opted for the NMC chemistry
within the Leaf whilst Tesla© employs NCA. Similarly, both cell formats
are under consideration by a number of automotive OEMs researching
the integration of Li-ion battery packs within future HEVs and EVs. The
cylindrical 18,650 formats has been used by Tesla© whilst the Nissan
Leaf© and BMW i3© employ the pouch option. The use of commercially
available chemistries and cell formats in this work ensures the applicability and relevance of the ﬁndings with respect to impact on the
broader industrial sector.

could take days for a cryogenically frozen pack to thaw and become
hazardous and thus allow repair of the cryogenic system. Furthermore,
insulation can be used to extend the thawing time to ensure the LIB
pack will remain unable to go into thermal runaway.
3. Experimental method
As described in Section 2.2, it is desired to insure damaged and
defective LIBs are safe using cryogenic freezing in order to facilitate
recycling and repurposing because unsafe or unknown LIBs have to be
transported in approved explosion proof steel containers. Since a damaged or defective LIB pack may contain a proportion of undamaged
cells, it is therefore also desired to demonstrate cryogenic freezing of
LIBs is non-destructive, in order to facilitate undamaged cells and
modules to be repurposed. The experimental procedures followed in
this study have been split into two parts, recycling and repurposing, as
shown in Fig. 2.
The ﬁrst section details the abuse testing performed on the cells to
demonstrate safety (deﬁned in Section 2.2) at cryogenic temperature.
The second section speciﬁes the characterisation experiments performed to quantify the degradation caused by cryogenic ﬂash freezing.
This is done at diﬀerent states of charge (SOC), as the lithium ions are
intercalated in the anode when it is charged and in the cathode when it
is discharged. It is assumed therefore that the level of oxidation/reduction of each electrode could aﬀect the results.

3.2. SOC adjustments
SOC adjustments were performed as per the recognised method
deﬁned in IEC-62660 [64]. The temperature of an Espec thermal
chamber was set to 25 °C and allowed to stabilise for 720 min. The cells
were fully charged using a constant current (CC) of C/3 to the upper
voltage limit deﬁned by the manufacturer (4.2 V) followed by a constant voltage (CV) phase until the current reduced to 0.1 A. The cells
were allowed to rest for 180 min prior to being discharged at 1C to the
desired SOC.
3.3. Cryogenic freezing

3.1. Cell selection

A subset of both the cylindrical and pouch cells were completely
submerged via a hydraulic arm into an all-plastic Dewar ﬂask with 5 L
of LN2 for ﬁve minutes. This was to ensure the cells were cryogenically
frozen throughout. The experimental apparatus is depicted in Fig. 3.

Two diﬀerent cell formats were selected for evaluation in this study;
Dow Kokam (DK) 5 Ah 100 x 106 mm pouch and Panasonic 3 Ah 18,650
cylindrical cells. Table 1 summarises the pertinent electrical performance data for each cell. The pouch cell is manufactured with low
internal impedance for power applications such as for use within a HEV,
whereas the 18,650 cell is more suitable for energy applications such as
BEVs. The internal chemistry of the 18,650 cylindrical cell is comprised

3.4. Recycling: abuse experiments
The primary purpose of the abuse experiments is to demonstrate
that the cells are safe (not being able to explode, vent dangerous gases,
catch ﬁre, or go into thermal runaway) when they are cryogenically
frozen. It is desired to perform the most aggressive abuse tests on the
cells to demonstrate their safety at cryogenic temperature. The eight
abuse tests detailed in the UN Model Regulations on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods [39] are summarised in Table 2.
Test T.6 and Test T.7 (Table 2) are the most extreme tests, which are
expected to result in the destruction of the LIB. The remaining six tests
(T.1–5 and T.8) are not designed to induce thermal runway and are
therefore not performed within this study. A full description of each cell
test strategy is deﬁned in the UN Model Regulations on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods [39] and will not be repeated here.
As per Fig. 2, the abuse testing is split into two parts: the ﬁrst section

Table 1
Electrical performance data for both the pouch and 18,650 cell types from
manufacturer datasheets.
Parameter

Pouch (Power
Cell)

18,650 (Energy Cell)

Nominal energy capacity (Ah)
Internal impedance (1 kHz AC)
Maximum continuous charge rate
Maximum continuous discharge rate
Maximum cell voltage (V)
Minimum cell voltage (V)

5
< 5.0mΩ
2C
4C
4.2
2.7

3
< 35mΩ
C/3
3C
4.2
2.5
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3.4.1. Short circuit
In order to ascertain whether the LIBs can release any energy whilst
cryogenically frozen, twelve fully charged cells (100% SOC) were
subject to an external short circuit. This is achieved by clamping the
positive and negative tabs with a 20 mΩ wire at two temperatures:
three DK5 Ah were tested immediately after being submerged in liquid
nitrogen at −196 °C and another three DK 5 Ah cells were tested at
room temperature (15 °C) to provide a benchmark for the typical energy
release expected. The experiment was repeated with six Panasonic
18,650 cells. The experiments were performed sequentially in order to
mitigate the number of cells that could catastrophically fail simultaneously.
3.4.2. Penetration
One of the most aggressive and destructive tests a cell can endure is
where a nail is driven through the cell shorting the electrodes internally
[65]. This normally results in an explosive gas release with the potential
of ﬁre [66]. A mild steel conductive 20 mm diameter nail, which is
electrically insulated from the cell was used. The nail was held perpendicular to the cell with a rate of penetration of 8 cm/sec. The nail
was aligned to penetrate directly through the middle of the cell. The
nail penetration experiment was performed on six DK 5 Ah cells at two
temperatures: three cells were tested immediately after being submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C and the remaining three cells
were tested at a room temperature of 15 °C to provide a control sample
for the typical energy released.
For the six Panasonic 18,650 cells, during this experiment, the cells
were crushed since the cell’s metal casing makes it diﬃcult to accurately pierce with a nail. A force was applied to the cell’s enclosure until
an internal short was achieved.
3.5. Repurposing: characterisation experiments
In order to quantify the degradation caused by cryogenic freezing
LIBs, each cell was characterised before and after having been submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C for ﬁve minutes and allowed to
return to room temperature, circa 15 °C (see Fig. 2). The cells were
submerged ﬁve times and characterised after 1, 2 and 5 LN2 submersions in order to determine if the number of submersions aﬀects the
results. This experiment was performed with cells at diﬀerent states of
charge (SOC), i.e. 0%, 50%, and 100%, in order to investigate whether
this parameter is an important factor. The SOC adjustment procedure is
described in 3.2. Sixteen DK 5 Ah cells were used and split into four
groups:

Fig. 3. Photograph of experimental set up with hydraulic arm for submerging
Li-ion cells into LN2.

details the short circuit testing and the second describes the penetration
experiments performed. Throughout the experimentation, cell terminal
voltage is recorded using a multifunction Maccor 4200 series desktop
automated test system, which has a voltage accuracy of ± 2 mV
(0.02% FSR – Full Scale Range) and a measurement sampling rate of
10 mS.

1
2
3
4

DK01:
DK02:
DK03:
DK04:

cryogenically frozen at 100% SOC (n = 4)
cryogenically frozen at 50% SOC (n = 4)
cryogenically frozen at 0% SOC (n = 4)
control, stored at 20% SOC (n = 4)

A two-factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is performed on all the
data in order to establish main eﬀects, i.e. if the SOC and the number of
Table 2
UN Model Regulations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods [39] test manual summary.
Test number

Test name

Purpose

Test T.1
Test T.2

Altitude simulation
Thermal test

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

Vibration
Shock
External short circuit
Impact/Crush
Overcharge
Forced discharge

This test simulates air transport under low-pressure conditions
This test assesses cell and battery seal integrity and internal electrical connections. The test is conducted using rapid and extreme
temperature changes.
This test simulates vibration during transport
This test assesses the robustness of cells and batteries against cumulative shocks.
This test simulates an external short circuit
These tests simulate mechanical abuse from an impact or crush that may result in an internal short circuit
This test evaluates the ability of a rechargeable battery or a single cell rechargeable battery to withstand an overcharge condition.
This test evaluates the ability of a primary or a rechargeable cell to withstand a forced discharge condition.

T.3
T.4
T.5
T.6
T.7
T.8
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3 Ah and DK 5 Ah respectively). The energy extracted from the cells
during the discharge was recorded by the Maccor cell cycler as a
measure of their 1C capacity. Five “pre-conditioning” capacity measurements are performed sequentially with 3 h rest in prior to cryogenic
freezing in order to ensure the cells are functioning as expected. A
further three capacity measurements are made after one, two and ﬁve
LN2 submersions to investigate the eﬀect of cryogenic freezing on cell
capacity.
3.5.2. HPPC
The HPPC results were calculated from 10 pulses (5 charge and 5
discharge) applied at 90%, 50% and 20% SOC at 25 °C after leaving the
cells to equilibrate electrochemically and thermally for three hours.
This approach is based on the HPPC method deﬁned in IEC-62660 [64].
Since the HPPC is performed at high and low SOC (90 and 20%
respectively), it is necessary to modify the pulse amplitudes from IEC62660 [64] otherwise the cell terminal voltage will exceed the cut-oﬀ
shown in Table 1. As a result, the maximum discharge pulse at 20% SOC
will cause the cell terminal voltage to reach the lower voltage cut-oﬀ.
Similarly, the maximum charge pulse at 90% SOC will cause the cell
terminal voltage to reach the upper voltage cut-oﬀ. In both scenarios,
the cell cycler automatically reduces the current in order to maintain
the cell within the voltage limit. This causes the pulses to be abated,
which aﬀects the resulting impedance calculations. This phenomenon is
discussed further within [67]. The electrical current values for each of
the discharge pulses are 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 A.
In order to calculate the internal resistance (Rint) of the cell, the cell
voltage at the end of the 10 s pulse and the corresponding current were
recorded for each of the ﬁve discharge pulses. The charge pulses are not
utilised as typically, LIB internal resistance can be 5–20% higher during
charge [68]. The internal resistance Rint is estimated using a linear
regression of the ﬁve pulses, given by

Fig. 4. linear regression of overpotential against current for 5 pulses at 3 SOCs.

LN2 submersions are statistically signiﬁcant factors, and the interaction
eﬀects between the SOC and the number of LN2 submersions. Post hoc
testing using paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction will be used to
analyse statistically signiﬁcant results.
After all the characterisation experiments on the DK 5 Ah cells had
been performed, the experimental method was modiﬁed for the
Panasonic 18,650 cells. This time 18 cells were used split into four
groups:
1
2
3
4

PAN01: cryogenically frozen at 100% SOC (n = 4)
PAN02: cryogenically frozen at 50% SOC (n = 4)
PAN03: cryogenically frozen at 0% SOC (n = 4)
PAN04: control (n = 6): stored at 100% (n = 2), stored at 50%
(n = 2), and stored at 0% SOC (n = 2)

n

Rint =

∑i = 1 x i yi
n

∑i = 1 x i2

(1)

where xi is the applied pulse current, yi is the voltage value after 10 s, n
= is the number of pulses, and i is the ith pulse. A graphical representation of Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 4.
A HPPC characterisation is performed prior to cryogenic freezing as
a benchmark. A further three HPPC characterisations are performed
after one, two and ﬁve LN2 submersions to investigate the eﬀect of
cryogenic freezing on cell impedance.

Two additional reference cells (PAN04) are used and instead of
storing all the control cells at 20% SOC, they are stored at the same
SOCs as for the cryogenic freezing (0, 50, and 100% SOC) in order to
investigate the interaction between cryogenic freezing and SOC in the
reference cells.
Unless otherwise stated, the numerical results presented in Section 4
are a mean-average with error bars representing the standard error (SE)
deﬁned as the standard deviation divided by the square root of the
sample size.
Cell characterisation, both for the pouch and cylindrical cells, was
performed with a multifunction Maccor 4200 series desktop automated
test system, which has a current accuracy of ± 7.5 mA (0.05% FSR, a
voltage accuracy of ± 2 mV (0.02% FSR), and a sampling rate of
10 mS. An Espec thermal chamber was utilised to control the ambient
temperature of the cells at the target temperature of 25 °C to an accuracy of ± 1 °C.
Cell performance was quantiﬁed using energy capacity and Hybrid
Pulse Power Characterisation (HPPC) measurements, the methodology
for which are described in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 respectively.

4. Results
In accordance with the structure of the experimental method deﬁned in Section 3, the experimental results are divided in to two parts:
abuse experiments and characterisation experiments to support recycling and repurposing respectively.
4.1. Recycling: abuse experiments
4.1.1. Short circuit
After being submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C, it was observed that the three DK5 Ah cells did not release any energy when a
short circuit was applied across the cell terminals, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
The short-circuited DK 5 Ah at room temperature were expected to
fail violently (ﬁre and gas release) as the short circuit causes a very
rapid discharge. In turn, resulting in a sharp temperature increase that
will start to decompose the electrolyte by exothermic reactions causing
thermal runaway [69]. However, when the experiment was performed
at room temperature (Fig. 5(b)), the three DK5 Ah cells vented gas for a
short time period before the heat generated within the cell melted the
current collector. Unfortunately, the smoke is not clearly visible in
Fig. 5(b).

3.5.1. Energy capacity
Capacity measurements were performed as per the recognised
method deﬁned in IEC-62660 [64]. The temperature of an Espec
thermal chamber was set to 25 °C and allowed to stabilise for 720 min.
The cells were fully charged using a constant current (CC) of C/3 to the
upper voltage deﬁned by the manufacturer (4.2 V) followed by a constant voltage (CV) phase until the current reduced to 0.1 A. The cells
were allowed to rest for 180 min prior to being fully discharged at 1C to
their respective lower voltage threshold (2.5 V and 2.7 V for Panasonic
207
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Fig. 5. (a) Cryogenically cooled DK 5 Ah cell perforated with nail compared to (b) same experiment at room temperature.

measurements ± SE (as detailed in Section 3.5.2) are presented in
Fig. 8. The ﬁrst characterisation is prior cryogenic freezing. The second,
third and fourth characterisations are after one, two and ﬁve LN2
submersions respectively. The characterisations are performed at three
diﬀerent SOCs, 90%, 50%, and 20% shown in Fig. 8(a)–(c) respectively
for the DK5 Ah cells. The data are grouped according to the SOC at
which the HPPC measurement was performed. For each plot the SOC
corresponding to each line is the SOC at which the cells were submerged in LN2 prior to this test.

The cryogenically frozen Panasonic 18650 cells (n = 3) did not release any energy when an external short circuit was applied immediately after being submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C. At
room temperature, the Panasonic 18650 cells were not expected to fail
violently since they are equipped with a Positive Temperature
Coeﬃcient (PTC) switch, which prevents high currents inside the cell. A
conductive polymer that becomes resistive as it heats up, stops the
current ﬂow and protects the cell from external short circuits. When the
experiment was performed at room temperature, the Panasonic 18,650
cells heated rapidly until the PTC activated and interrupted the current
ﬂow within the cell.

5. Discussion

4.1.2. Cell penetration
After being submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C, it was observed that the three DK5 Ah cells did not release any energy when a
nail perforated the cells, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
In comparison, when the experiment was performed at room temperature as per Fig. 6(b), all three DK5 Ah cells went into a thermal
runaway condition. However, the three Panasonic 18650 cells did not
release any energy when they were crushed. Equally, when the experiment was performed at room temperature, the Panasonic cells did
not release any energy either. Both of these results are counter intuitive
since the safety devices within the cylindrical cells does not protect
them against internal short circuits, which cause very high current
densities.

5.1. Recycling: abuse experiments
5.1.1. Short circuit
After being submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C, the three
DK5 Ah cells did not release any energy when an external short circuit
was applied. The electrolyte was deemed to have frozen and did not
permit any ions to mobilise therefore no current could ﬂow within the
cell. Conversely, when the experiment was performed at room temperature, it was observed that the three DK5 Ah cells vented gas for a
short time period before the heat generated melted the current collector. This eﬀectively acts as an electrical fuse opening a short circuit.
Although this prevented the onset of thermal runaway within each cell,
this type of failure mode is still deemed to be potentially dangerous
since heat and toxic gases are released. The exact composition of the
gases released from each cell were not tested but may contain large
amounts of toxic hydrogen ﬂuoride and some phosphoryl ﬂuoride, as
demonstrated by Larsson et al. [70]. It is noteworthy that if the current
collector fails, the cell can no longer be discharged through an electrical
connection to the cell tabs and has to be mechanically pierced whilst
submerged in a salt bath in order to extract the remaining energy stored
to make the cell safe for transportation.
The cryogenically frozen Panasonic 18650 cells (n = 3) did not release energy when an external short circuit was applied after being

4.2. Characterisation experiments
4.2.1. Capacity
The DK 5 Ah and Panasonic 3 Ah capacity average
measurements ± SE (as detailed in Section 3.5.1) are presented in
Fig. 7. The ﬁrst ﬁve characterisations are prior to cryogenic freezing.
The sixth, seventh and eighth characterisations are after one, two and
ﬁve LN2 submersions respectivelyHPPC
The
DK
5 Ah
and
Panasonic
3 Ah
HPPC
average
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Fig. 6. (a) Cryogenically cooled DK 5 Ah cell perforated with nail compared to (b) same experiment at room temperature.

the current ﬂow increased rapidly until the DK5 Ah current collector
melted or in the case of the Panasonic 3 Ah the PTC cut oﬀ the current.
These experiments were repeated with cells at 50% and 20% SOCs, and
the results were identical.

submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C. As with the pouch cells, the
electrolyte was deemed to have frozen and therefore did not permit ions
to mobilise. Conversely, when the experiment was performed at room
temperature, it was observed that the Panasonic 18650 cells heated
rapidly until the PTC interrupted the current ﬂow. Once the external
short circuit was removed and the cell’s temperature reduced, the PTC
once again allowed cell current to ﬂow. The cell could be discharged
using a current 1C, demonstrating the eﬃcacy of the PTC safety device.
In order to simulate thawing after a short circuit occurs during
transport, additional experiments were performed where the external
short circuit was applied when the cells returned to room temperature
after being submerged in liquid nitrogen at −196 °C for ﬁve minutes.
As the electrolyte began to thaw, the cells were able to conduct a small
current. This current ﬂow, in turn, resulted in a small heat build-up to
occur. This self-heating accelerated the thawing of the electrolyte and

5.1.2. Penetration
As for the external short circuit experiment, the electrolyte was
deemed to have frozen and did not permit any ions to mobilise therefore no battery current could ﬂow. Interestingly, the cells did not react
even after returning to room temperature. The terminal voltage increased to 4.1 V despite the nail still being inside the cell. As the nail
was retracted, the DK5 Ah cells caught ﬁre and went into thermal
runaway. It is assumed that when the nail penetrated the cryogenically
frozen cells it did not cause any internal short circuits as the elastic
modulus of the cell materials was greatly increased at cryogenic

Fig. 7. Capacity measurement of (a) DK 5 Ah cells and (b) Pan 3 Ah at diﬀerent SOCs (100%, 50%, 0%). Reference cells (purple trace) are not submerged in LN2 and
used to benchmark any degradation due to cryogenic freezing (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article).
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Fig. 8. HPPC measurement of DK 5 Ah cells at (a) 90%, (b) 50%, and (c) 20% SOC, and Pan 3 Ah cells at (d) 90%, (e) 50%, and (d) 20% SOC before and after LN2
submersions at diﬀerent SOCs (100%, 50%, 0%). Reference cells are not submerged in LN2 and used to benchmark any degradation due to cryogenic freezing.

−150 °C) in order to prevent thermal runaway.

temperature. On the other hand, when it was retracted at room temperature the cell materials had a lower elastic modulus and consequently a short circuit occurred.
Conversely, when the experiment was performed at room temperature, the three DK5 Ah cells caught ﬁre and went into thermal
runaway almost immediately after the nail had perforated the cell body.
Despite being low energy cells, i.e. 5 Ah capacity, a considerable
amount of gases were released as shown in Fig. 6(b), which would be
harmful since they are known to contain large amounts of toxic hydrogen ﬂuoride and some phosphoryl ﬂuoride, as demonstrated by
Larsson et al. 2017 [70].
Counter intuitively, the three Panasonic 18650 cells did not release
any energy when they were mechanically crushed. When the experiment was performed at room temperature (circa 15 °C), the Panasonic
cells did not release any energy. It is assumed that the crush damage did
not cause penetration of the separator, and therefore an internal short
circuit did not occur. A similar result where crush damage is applied
perpendicularly to the cell has been reported by Mikolajczak et al. [71].
The abuse experiments demonstrate that both cells types are safe
when cryogenically frozen, thereby allowing unknown or unsafe damaged or defective LIBs to be transported in a container conforming to
Packing Group II speciﬁcations. Since most state-of-the-art electrolytes
crystallise at temperatures below − 40 °C, it is suspected that it is not
necessary to maintain the packs at cryogenic temperatures (below

5.2. Repurposing: characterisation experiments
5.2.1. Capacity performance prior and after cryogenic freezing
Five capacity measurements are performed sequentially with 3 h
rest in between each respective charge and discharge before the cells
are submerged in LN2 to ensure that the cells are working properly. This
is shown in Fig. 7(a) for the DK 5 Ah cells and highlights there is little
variation (pvalue = 0.87) between capacity measurements for all sixteen
cells after the ﬁrst characterisation. The energy capacity measurements
are circa 4% higher than the typical rated capacity of 5.5 Ah stated in
the manufacturer’s datasheet. The capacity measurements after the cells
had been submerged in LN2 are also summarised in Fig. 7(a) and show
the capacities have been aﬀected. For the DK 5 Ah cells submerged
(yellow, red, and blue trace), there is a reduction in capacity after the
ﬁrst submersion in LN2 (characterisation 6). However, there appears to
be no further reduction in capacity for the subsequent LN2 submersions
(characterisation 7 and 8). This is conﬁrmed by performing a two factor
ANOVA with pcrit = 0.05, which shows that there is statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence
between
the
diﬀerent
SOCs
(pvalue = 4.85 × 10−23 < 0.05) but not between the number of submersions (pvalue = 0.12 > 0.05). There is also no statistical signiﬁcance
in the interaction between SOC and the number of submersions
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performed.
The post hoc testing results, performed using paired t-tests with
Bonferroni correction, are shown in Table 4. Table 4 reveals that there
is no pair-wise statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the reference
cells (purple trace) and each SOC. The pair-wise statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence are between:

(pvalue = 0.80 > 0.05). Fig. 7(a) shows that the degradation is correlated with the SOC: DK 5 Ah cells lost 1.1 ± 0.1%, 1.4 ± 0.1%, and
0.5 ± 0.1% capacity for 100%, 50%, and 0% SOC respectively when
compared to the reference cells. Notably the behaviour of the reference
cell, despite not being submerged in LN2 demonstrates a small reduction in capacity (0.3 ± 0.1%) due to ageing eﬀect of either cell electrical cycling or storage process.
The ﬁve capacity measurements performed sequentially before the
Panasonic 3 Ah cells were submerged in LN2 are shown in Fig. 7(b). As
it can been seen, after the ﬁrst characterisation, there is little variation
between capacity measurements for all eighteen cells. A two factor
ANOVA with pcrit = 0.05 was performed and conﬁrms there is no statistical
signiﬁcance
between
the
characterisations
2–5
(pvalue = 0.08 > 0.05) and in the interaction between SOC and the
characterisations 2–5 (pvalue = 1.00 > 0.05). However, there is statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the diﬀerent SOCs
(pvalue = 9.0 × 10−5 < 0.05). This is an intuitive result since the Panasonic 3 Ah cells submerged at 100% SOC (blue trace) have consistently lower capacity than the remaining cells. The energy capacity
measurements are close to the rated capacity of 3 Ah speciﬁed in the
manufacturer’s datasheet. The capacity measurements after the cells
have been submerged LN2 (characterisations 6–9) are also summarised
in Fig. 7(b), which highlight the cell’s respective capacities have been
not been aﬀected. A two factor ANOVA with pcrit = 0.05 was performed
and conﬁrms that there is no statistical signiﬁcance between the
number of submersions (pvalue = 0.13 > 0.05) or in the interaction
between SOC and the number of submersions (pvalue = 0.36 > 0.05).
However, as with the characterisations before cryogenic freezing, there
is statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the diﬀerent SOCs
(pvalue = 0.04 < 0.05). Post hoc testing reveals that there is no pairwise statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the reference cells
(purple trace) and each SOC (pvalue at 100% = 0.03 > 0.008, pvalue at
50% = 0.82 > 0.008, pvalue at 0% = 0.44 > 0.008). The pair-wise
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence is between the Panasonic 3 Ah submerged at 100% SOC the group submerged at 50% SOC
(pvalue = 2.09 × 10-3 < 0.008).
In summary, the DK 5 Ah cells lost 0.5–1.1% capacity after cryogenic freezing when compared to reference cells whereas the Panasonic
3 Ah did not suﬀer any statistically signiﬁcant capacity loss.

- the DK 5 Ah submerged at 0% SOC the group submerged at 100%
SOC (pvalue = 3.5 × 10−3 < 0.008) and 50% SOC (pvalue = 9.4 × 104
< 0.008) for the HPPC performed at 90% SOC
- the DK 5 Ah submerged at 0% SOC the group submerged and 50%
SOC (pvalue = 7.9 × 10−4 < 0.008) for the HPPC performed at 50%
SOC
- the DK 5 Ah submerged at 100% SOC the group submerged and 50%
SOC (pvalue = 1.4 × 10−3 < 0.008) for the HPPC performed at 20%
SOC.
Table 4 also shows there is no pair-wise statistically signiﬁcant
diﬀerence between the ﬁrst HPPC characterisation (prior to cryogenic
freezing) and each subsequent HPPC characterisation after LN2 submersion except between the ﬁrst HPPC characterisation and the fourth
HPPC
characterisation
performed
at
20%
SOC
(pvalue = 2.6 × 10−4 > 0.008). There is small decrease in cell impedance of -0.36 ± 0.19 mΩ measured at 20% SOC after ﬁve LN2
submersions. There is also pair-wise statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between the DK 5 Ah second and fourth HPPC characterisations at all
SOCs (pvalue at 90% SOC = 4.3 × 10−4 < 0.008, pvalue at 50% SOC =
8.0 × 10-3 < 0.008, pvalue at 20% SOC = 7.7 × 10−4 < 0.008).
The HPPC measurements performed on the Panasonic 3 Ah cell at
three diﬀerent SOCs, 90%, 50%, and 20% are shown in Fig. 8(d)–(f)
respectively. These show that the Panasonic 3 Ah HPPC measurements
are grouped together for the ﬁrst characterisation (prior to cryogenic
freezing) and diverge for HPPC at 20% SOC (Fig. 8(f)) for the subsequent characterisations (post cryogenic freezing). Similarly, to the
DK5 Ah cells, single factor ANOVAs with pcrit = 0.05 performed on the
ﬁrst Panasonic 3 Ah HPPC characterisation conﬁrms that there are no
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the four cell groups prior to
submersions (pvalue at 90% SOC = 0.75, pvalue at 50% SOC = 0.65, pvalue
at 20% SOC = 0.98). Two factor ANOVAs with pcrit = 0.05 performed
on the HPPC measurements at 90%, 50%, and 20% SOC are summarised in Table 5.
Table 5 shows that there is no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between SOC groups (i.e. submerged at 100%, 50%, and 0% SOC and
reference) and the interaction between SOC groups and the number of
LN2 submersions. There is however, statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence
(2.1 × 10−5 < 0.05) between LN2 submersions for the HPPC characterisations performed at 20% SOC (Fig. 8(f)). The post hoc testing
results, performed using paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction, are
shown in Table 6.
Table 6 reveals that there is pair-wise statistically signiﬁcant difference between the ﬁrst HPPC characterisation (prior to cryogenic
freezing) and:

5.2.2. HPPC
Fig. 8(a–c) shows that the DK 5 Ah HPPC measurements are grouped
together for the ﬁrst characterisation (prior to cryogenic freezing) and
diverge for the subsequent characterisations (post cryogenic freezing).
Single factor ANOVAs with pcrit = 0.05 performed on the DK 5 Ah ﬁrst
HPPC characterisation conﬁrms that there are no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the four cell groups prior to LN2 submersions (pvalue at 90% SOC = 0.99, pvalue at 50% SOC = 0.99, pvalue at 20%
SOC = 0.91). Two factor ANOVAs with pcrit = 0.05 performed on the
HPPC measurements at 90%, 50%, and 20% SOC are summarised in
Table 3.
Table 3 shows that there is no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
the interaction between SOC groups and the number of LN2 submersions for all the HPPC characterisations performed. There is however,
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between SOC groups (i.e. submerged
at 100%, 50%, and 0% SOC and the reference case) and between the
number of LN2 submersions for all the HPPC characterisations

- the
2nd
characterisation
pvalue = 2.1 × 10−3 < 0.008)
- the
3rd
characterisation
pvalue = 4.4 × 10−3 < 0.008)

(one

LN2

submersion

-

(two

LN2

submersions

-

Table 3
DK 5 Ah two factor ANOVA p-values for each SOC (pcrit = 0.05 – statically signiﬁcant in bold).
DK 5 Ah

HPPC at 90% SOC

HPPC at 50% SOC

HPPC at 20% SOC

Between SOC
Between LN2 submersions
Interactions between SOC and LN2 submersions

pvalue = 4.0 × 10−5
pvalue = 8.0 × 10−6
pvalue = 0.09

pvalue = 1.2 × 10−3
pvalue = 0.01
pvalue = 0.46

pvalue = 1.9 × 10−3
pvalue = 9.4 × 10−5
pvalue = 0.55
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Table 4
DK 5 Ah post hoc testing: pair-wise t-test with Bonferroni correction (pcrit = 0.0083 – statistically signiﬁcant in bold).
DK 5 Ah

Between SOC

Between LN2 submersions

pvalue

100%

50%

0%

pvalue

2

3

4

HPPC at 90% SOC

Ref
100%
50%

0.04

0.02
0.88

0.20
3.5 x 10−3
9.4 x 10−4

1
2
3

0.03

0.44
0.01

0.02
4.3 x 10−4
0.16

HPPC at 50% SOC

Ref
100%
50%

0.50

0.01
0.04

0.26
0.07
7.9 x 10−4

1
2
3

0.36

0.52
0.17

0.02
8.0 x 10−3
0.14

HPPC at 20% SOC

Ref
100%
50%

0.03

0.30
1.4 x 10−3

0.17
0.58
0.02

1
2
3

0.68

0.04
0.04

2.6 x 10−4
7.7 x 10−4
0.07

- the
4th
characterisation
pvalue = 1.5 × 10−5 < 0.008)

(ﬁve

LN2

submersions

-

Table 6
Panasonic 3 Ah post hoc testing: pair-wise t-test with Bonferroni correction
(pcrit = 0.0083 – statistically signiﬁcant in bold).

The diﬀerence from the reference cells after ﬁve LN2 submersion is
4.7 ± 2.0 mΩ, 1.1 ± 1.8 mΩ, and 6.2 ± 2.8 mΩ for the Panasonic
3 Ah cells submerged in LN2 at 100%, 50%, and 0% SOC respectively.
This suggests that multiple ﬂash freezing events only have a moderate
impact on the Panasonic 3 Ah cell impedance: i.e. a 6.5 ± 2.8% increase if the cells are fully charged (100% SOC), and an 8.7 ± 3.9%
increase if they are fully discharged (0% SOC) during the LN2 submersion process.
In summary, the DK 5 Ah cells did not suﬀer any increase in impedance due to cryogenic freezing. For the Panasonic 3 Ah cells, the
impedance measured at 90% and 50% SOC also did not increase.
However, the Panasonic 3 Ah cells impedance measured at 20% SOC
increased by 1.1–6.2% after cryogenic freezing when compared to reference cells.
The abuse experiments demonstrate that both cells types are not
considerably damaged from cryogenic freezing, thereby facilitating
repurposing of damaged or defective LIBs.

Panasonic 3 Ah

HPPC at 20% SOC

Between LN2 submersions
pvalue

2

3

4

1
2
3

2.1 x 10−3

4.4 x 10−3
0.14

1.5 x 10−5
0.05
0.99

whilst only weighing two and half times as much (126.0 g vs 49.0 g).
Therefore the DK 5 Ah should respond to temperature changes faster.
Interestingly, there appears to be a correlation between SOC and the
electrolyte freezing rate in the Panasonic 3 Ah cells. The charged cells
(blue trace – 100% SOC) all freeze before the mid SOC cells (red trace –
50% SOC) and the discharge cells (yellow trace – 0% SOC). The time
taken to reach 50% of the initial voltage is shown in Table 7.
Table 7 also shows the time taken to reach 50% voltage after the
cells are removed from the LN2 and reveals the correlation is less pronounced but still visible. It is suspected that this is due to increased
thermal conductivity at higher SOC. While the electrolyte concentration
remains constant irrespective of the SOC [72], the volume of the active
materials increases at higher SOC, which could improve the contact
between the electrodes, separators, and packaging and therefore increase the thermal conductivity. The fully charged cells (Panasonic
100% - blue trace in Fig. 9) appears to freeze sooner (the voltage decays
before discharged cells). The rate at which the cell voltage decays and
rises in the Panasonic 3 Ah cells appears to be the same regardless of the
SOC at the point of freezing. In comparison to the DK 5 Ah cells, the
voltage gradient is higher in the Panasonic 3 Ah cells suggesting that
the manufacturers have used signiﬁcantly diﬀerent electrolyte compositions.

5.2.3. Voltage decay and recovery
As described in Section 3.4, the cell terminal voltage is recorded
throughout the cryogenic freezing. The cells terminal voltage dropped
to 0 V after they were submerged in LN2 and returned to its previous
value after the cells were removed from the LN2 as shown in Fig. 9(a)
and (b) respectively.
The cells were submerged in LN2 at t = 0 s (Fig. 9(a)), and removed
from LN2 at t = 0 s (Fig. 9(b)). This conﬁrms that the electrolyte was
frozen and that there is no electromotive force across the cell terminals
at cryogenic temperature. Fig. 9(a) shows that it takes the electrolyte of
both cell types circa 120 s after LN2 submersion to freeze (voltage =
0 V). This conﬁrms that the ﬁve minutes LN2 submersion time using for
the experiments was suﬃcient to completely freeze the electrolyte.
As can be seen in Fig. 9(a), the terminal voltage of the DK 5 Ah cells
(purple trace) was observed to decay circa 20 s sooner than the Panasonic 3 Ah cells (yellow, red and blue traces). Similarly, the DK 5 Ah
cells terminal voltage (purple trace) rises circa 100 s before the Panasonic cells (yellow, red and blue traces) once removed from the LN2
(Fig. 3b). This is an intuitive result since the DK 5 Ah cells have a
surface area that is ﬁve times larger than the Panasonic 3 Ah cells (e.g.
∼212cm2 compared to 42 cm2 – estimated using the cell dimensions),

5.3. Further work
Very little detrimental impact to cell performance was found even
after ﬁve repetitive thermal cycles on two cell chemistries and form
factors (18,650 energy NCA and small pouch power NMC). It is expected this applies to other Li-ion chemistries. Cell autopsies are to be
performed in order to understand the potential mechanical deformations induced from the internal stresses caused by the materials with

Table 5
Panasonic 3 Ah two factor ANOVA p-values for each SOC.
Panasonic 3 Ah

HPPC at 90% SOC

HPPC at 50% SOC

HPPC at 20% SOC

Between SOC
Between LN2 submersions
Interactions between SOC and LN2 submersions

pvalue = 0.11
pvalue = 0.56
pvalue = 0.67

pvalue = 0.07
pvalue = 0.45
pvalue = 0.40

pvalue = 0.11
pvalue = 2.1 × 10−5
pvalue = 0.65
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Fig. 9. Terminal voltage (a) during LN2 submersion at t = 0 s and (b) after removal from LN2 at t = 0 s.

frozen LIBs are therefore not “liable to rapidly disassemble, dangerously
react, produce a ﬂame or dangerous evolution of heat or a dangerous
emission of toxic, corrosive or ﬂammable gases or vapours” (as per ADR
[22]) and consequently could be transported safely without explosion
proof containers.
The characterisation experiment evidences that there are no signiﬁcant detrimental eﬀects on cell performance of ﬂash freezing Li-ion
cells, thus fulﬁlling the second objective of this research. The cell performance was determined by its impedance and capacity, as these
dictate the power delivery capability and the amount of energy that can
be stored. Cell impedance and capacity were characterised before and
after cryogenic freezing and thawing to quantify any low temperature
eﬀects on cell performance. Very little detrimental impact on cell performance was found even after ﬁve repetitive thermal cycles of cryogenic freezing and thawing on two cell chemistries and form factors
(18,650 energy NCA and small pouch power NMC). Cryogenically
freezing cells oﬀers a prospective solution for safely transporting damaged LIBs or battery packs where it is not possible to determine the
state of health. This may also facilitate reuse and remanufacture of LIBs,
greatly prolonging the useful life, reducing the consumption of raw
materials, and improving environmental sustainability.
This is a timely research subject aligned with plans for manufacturing and sustainability. The “triple win” report by the all-party
Parliamentary Sustainable Resource Group and the All-Party
Parliamentary Manufacturing Group highlights the social, economic
and environmental case for remanufacturing [30]. It asserts that the
future of the manufacturing industry is inextricably linked to environmental sustainability, reducing the consumption of raw materials, and
exploiting new areas of comparative advantage, and that remanufacturing plays a critical role in this.

Table 7
Time taken for cells to reach 50% initial voltage.
Initial
voltage

Pan 0%
Pan 50%
Pan 100%
DK 50%

3.32 V
3.66V
4.16V
3.80 V

Final
voltage

3.32 V
3.66V
4.16V
3.80 V

Time to 50% voltage
during LN2
submersion

post LN2
submersion

99s
96.5s
91s
81s

248.5s
247.5s
239s
117s

diﬀerent thermal coeﬃcients of expansion discussed in Section 2.2.
Further work is being undertaken to demonstrate that cryogenically
frozen and thawed cells perform similarly throughout the expected
automotive lifecycle (20% capacity fade). Subsequently the work will
be scaled form cell to module and pack level. Scenarios such as whether
thermal runaway of a module or pack experiencing a ﬁre can be supressed with cryogenic freezing will be considered. Since it is expected
that it is not necessary to maintain the packs at cryogenic temperatures
(below −150 °C) in order to prevent thermal runaway, experiments to
establish the minimum temperature to prevent thermal runaway are
also being undertaken. This will also involve investigating the ability
and feasibility of recovering functional cells or modules from a damaged LIB pack.
Since the cylindrical cells did not go into thermal runaway, further
work is being undertaken to improve the crushing experiment and insure the method causes internal short circuits. Finally, an investigation
into how diﬀerent freezing rates aﬀect the results is being carried out
with a view to elucidate the observation that higher SOCs caused the
electrolyte to freeze at lower temperatures.
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